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Discover the new Arte in Luce catalogue


Lighting solutions that blend sophisticated design and functionality to enhance every space.




 See more
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Fate COUNTERWEIGHT SYSTEM


An elegant lighting system made of sophisticated materials




 See more
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Lighting Systems


The Art of Lighting Up every Space




 See more
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ALDO BERNARDI CATALOGUE


Imagine, find your inspiration and furnish with Aldo Bernardi lighting creations.




 See more
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GUINGUETTE - Highlighting Nature


Light plays with organic shapes and natural materials, creating a design that harmonizes art and nature.




 See more
































A collaboration that flourishes on light and inspiration


In a world where lighting is seen not as mere function but as an art form, Lightingspiration emerges as a lighthouse of uncompromising creativity and quality.


See more
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Lapis - colorful ceramic lamps

Colors, glazes and brilliance are the trademarks of this vibrant collection that introduces original pencil-shaped ceramic suspensions.
The collection is the result of entirely manual workmanship that pays special attention to the stage devoted to the final coloring.


See more
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Trumpet Spotlight in antiqued brass or dark bronze finishes

A versatile and functional lighting solution, ideal for ceiling installation.
The series offers three tailor-made options: the single spotlight, the recessed version or the perfect match for an exposed installation. All three versions feature a swivelling angle of up to 30°, allowing unprecedented flexibility in illuminating spaces with precision.


See more
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Counterweight pendant light
Aldo Bernardi's latest collection features counterweight light fixtures that are height adjustable, available in antique brass or ceramic finishes. These pendant lights are equipped with a pulley in antique brass and come with a 3-meter-long transparent PVC cable. 
The collection of counterweight pendant lights is perfect for adding a touch of elegance and functionality to any space such as an entryway or living area. Whether you're looking for a stylish and practical lighting solution, the counterweight light fixture is an excellent choice.
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Drawing with light

How are Aldo Bernardi's lighting creations born? A journey told in the first person, where the protagonists are intuition, attention to detail and passion for beauty and design.


See more
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Outdoor and Interior Lighting

Aldo Bernardi works with passion and commitment every day to create superior lamps and interior lighting systems. Thanks to a deep knowledge of raw materials, such as copper, iron, brass, and ceramic, and a great creativity, Aldo Bernardi mixes and combines these elements to create unique and elegant lighting creations.
Attention to detail and care for every aspect of the production process, from the choice of materials to the handcrafted workmanship, is what makes Aldo Bernardi's lamps so special. The propensity to experiment with different styles reflects a unique artisanal approach that allows them to create lighting solutions that fit any environment, from classic to modern.
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Classic ceramic and brass lamps
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Production of designer lamps
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Production of lighting systems
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BRASS AND COPPER OUTDOOR LAMPS












 ALDO BERNARDI NEW CATALOGUE

 Imagine, find your inspiration and furnish with Aldo Bernardi lighting creations.
 Request the digital catalogue 














Tales, inspirations and ideas to enlighten


Dive into Aldo Bernardi's world! Don't miss the latest news, updates and tips on indoor and outdoor lighting!












News
Bedroom lighting

In the world of designer lighting, the importance of lighting in the bedroom is crucial for physical well-being. This domestic environment is the ideal place for experiences of serenity and relaxation.


 See more
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News
Interior staircase lighting guide

Lighting is one of the crucial elements in interior design, it has great importance even though it is often underestimated. Among the various home’s areas, the interior staircase can pose a unique challenge when it comes to lighting; not only of its contribution to the aesthetic appearance of the room, but also of its primary role in safety.


 See more
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News
Lighting guide for your home

Design lighting, with its space shaping ability, plays a crucial role in creating a warm and functional environment in the home.


 See more
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News
Aldo Bernardi at Euroluce 2023


18-23 April
Hall 9 – Stand nr. 37
Visit our stand and discover our news.


 See more
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News
Large Chandeliers, Decorating with Light


A variety of lighting accessories can be used to furnish and illuminate interior spaces. Historically, to provide light to rooms, especially the larger ones, people have used tools with a definite aesthetic impact, such as chandeliers.


 See more
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 news and events by aldo bernardi

 Discover our news, suggestions and advice to enlighten your interior spaces and exterior environments!

 all the news
















What makes us unique


We have four decades of experience in designing, planning and creating lamps for interior and exterior spaces.







1.



ATTENTION TO DETAIL



Every day is a good day to come up with new ideas and create innovative products - with great attention to detail and passion for all things beautifully made.









2.



STYLE



Ceramic and brass, two raw materials that lend themselves to classic as well as modern styles. We love to offer our own takes on both.









3.



TRADITION



We always strive to produce unique creations, which is why we have developed our own patented processes.

















 Subscribe to the newsletter

 Get interesting news and stories about the world of indoor and outdoor lighting 
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Retailer
Consumer
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